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NON-MEMBER TRACK ACCESS POLICY
It is a high priority for RMM to balance the use of the track by its members with the ability for the
public to access the facility. It is also important that RMM members have some exclusivity and
therefore there must be some limitations to the amount of access non-members have.
In an effort to manage this in a fair and equitable manner, RMM will limit the number of times a
non-member can be on track to 3 times per year. However, the following exceptions will apply
and will not count towards the 3-session limit:
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RMM DRIVING/RIDING SCHOOL
Educational driver/riding education programs will not count towards the 3-session limit.
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CORPORATE MEMBER
The 3-session limit will not apply if the same invited guest attends a corporate member(s)
track session. However, if the same guest is a non-member and attends 3 or more corporate
member sessions, that individual will be considered to have used all their non-member access
sessions. Guests that attend less than 3 corporate sessions will have the balance of the 3
non-member track sessions available to them.
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RACING OR COMPETITIONS
Put on by racing clubs or organizations; “Racers” can participate in all race events and will
not be limited by the non-member access policy if this results in more than 3 track sessions.
“Racers” that use 3 or more sessions as a function of attending these events will have utilized
their full non-member access for the year. Racers that attend less than 3 race events will have
the balance of the 3 non-member track sessions available to them.
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RMM TRACK DAY EVENTS
Non-members will be permitted to participate in 4 RMM/HardNoX track sessions. Where
a participant has attended 3 or more non-motorcycle track sessions, the participant will be
considered to have utilized all their non-member access for the year. For RMM car track
events, the limit of participating in 3 sessions applies.
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